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Abstract: 

 

The public debate about the consequences of Brexit in Britain follows certain predictable 

lines of established academic concepts in British constitutional law. This arguably overlooks 

important constitutional complications of Brexit, including the position of Scotland in post-

Brexit Britain. This article takes the unorthodox approach of focusing on legal and intellectual 

history rather than British constitutional law, because in this way one obtains a better 

understanding of the present British constitutional framework in the context of Europe. The 

discussion is from a continental European viewpoint and through the eyes of a private and 

commercial lawyer. The completely different understanding of Britain and Europe about the 

nature of a constitution and the structure of a state becomes more apparent with Britain’s 

departure from the EU, which may also influence the future national cohesion of the UK 

itself, particularly the relationship between England and Scotland after Brexit. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

 

The legal problems which the United Kingdom will have to deal with when leaving 

the European Union are usually discussed from the perspective of British lawyers, and 

confined to legal questions of the future trade relationship between the UK and the 

EU, the situation of EU citizens in the UK, the Irish border, the financial settlement 

with the EU following Brexit, the legal possibility of reversing the withdrawal under 

Art. 50 of the Treaty of the European Union, and so on. The academic voice of 

Europeans in the public Brexit debate in Britain is entirely absent, and the legal 

discussion on Brexit follows certain predictable lines of established academic 

concepts of British constitutional law. This arguably overlooks important 

constitutional complications of Brexit, particularly in relation to the position of 

Scotland in post-Brexit Britain. One obtains a better understanding of the present 

British constitutional framework in the context of Europe if one sees it from the 

position of legal and intellectual history. 

Therefore this article takes an unorthodox approach. It is not about 

constitutional law as conventionally understood. It rather focuses on legal and 

intellectual history, comparative law and particularly property theory, and it looks at 

the British constitution and the challenges Brexit poses from the outside, that is, from 
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a continental European viewpoint and from the position of European intellectual and 

constitutional history. Furthermore, the perspective taken is primarily not that of a 

public lawyer, but of a private and commercial lawyer looking at constitutional issues. 

In a globalised world of transnational trade and international commercial law the 

traditional idea of the nation state which the disciplines of public law or constitutional 

law still adhere to becomes less and less important. Many phenomena of the modern 

legal world, also within the classical domain of public law, can nowadays only be 

explained with an analysis of the rules and institutions of commercial law, not 

traditional public law. In some respects the evolution has come full circle, because the 

private law or property law element in what we call public law or constitutional law 

today was central to the feudal system in historical times. And that leads seamlessly to 

the British constitution and its struggles with Brexit. 

Brexit engages commercial lawyers and public lawyers alike. Whether or not 

the referendum of 23 June 2016 was an accidental slip into popular sovereignty 

against the age-old constitutional convention of parliamentary sovereignty1 is unclear. 

In any event, the result of the slight majority of 52% of the British people in favour of 

Britain’s departure from the European Union became ‘the will of the people’ and 

gospel for parliamentarians. The dictate of the majority already astonished Alexis de 

Tocqueville in his study of US democracy:2 so the minority of 48% were apparently 

not the ‘people’, nor even the majority of the Scots and Irish in Northern Ireland who 

voted against Brexit,3 and judges upholding parliamentary sovereignty in R. (Miller) 

v. S of State for Exiting the EU4 were even the ‘enemies of the people’ for some.5 At 

least at that stage ‘the people’ became a populist battle cry with fascist leanings.6 

In any event, the UK never really understood the principal idea of the 

European Union which all EU measures and structures ultimately have to sustain:7 

never ever war between France and Germany and never ever war between Member 

States generally. Britain had little interest for that. EU membership really meant a 

pragmatic use of the common market which was considered as expedient.8 In the UK, 

overregulation and excessive legal harmonisation were often regarded as 

objectionable because they may have impeded the free single (financial) market that 

the UK traditionally championed, or because they may have hurt nationalistic 

feelings. It was never a British concern that over-synchronization could damage the 

European project itself: for the more one pursues integration, harmonisation and 

unification of national laws across Europe, the more one imperils the framework of a 

union of European states. Further legal unification prompts a tendency of the EU 

Member States to move away from one another in conflict with the EU agenda, 

something I called elsewhere the ‘Herderian paradox’, 9  after Johann Gottfried 

Herder’s idea of diverse cultural unity of humanity.10 But the UK never had much 
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comprehension of such ideas. Furthermore, Britain is not a Euro or a Schengen 

country, so that these issues did not play a great role in the Brexit referendum. 

The most important reason for the success of the Brexit supporters in the 

referendum was not the EU and its possible failings, but ‘immigration’, or more 

accurately, the whipping up of xenophobia and racism in the Brexit campaign. The 

government was quick to adopt this ‘immigration’ interpretation of the Brexit 

referendum result.11 Other possible causes for its outcome, dissatisfaction with the 

central government in London, the establishment (although parts of that establishment 

instigated Brexit), or with austerity, have had no decisive importance in the Brexit 

debate before or after the referendum. In relation to the hostility towards foreigners 

Britain and many EU countries have become more similar than ever before, curiously 

at a point in time when Britain wants to leave the EU. An even more sinister aspect of 

this xenophobia is that it is only ostensibly directed against Europeans, while it may 

also affect everyone in Britain with a British passport who may not be considered as 

properly English, like ethnic minorities or Scots, Welsh and Irish. A statement from a 

businessman quoted in a newspaper report soon after the Brexit referendum in June 

2016 is probably more representative than one wishes to acknowledge: ‘So what does 

he think of the Scots voting overwhelmingly to remain? “I hope we ditch them from 

the UK. I hope they do get another independence vote and we can get rid of them. 

And the Welsh. Then we can just be England. That’s what people wanted – England 

back.”’12  Thus in this political climate, by no means discouraged by the present 

government, the Scots and the Welsh could find themselves being no longer 

considered a full part of Britain after Brexit, but inhabitants of a subordinated 

province. 

After somewhat lurching initial Brexit negotiations, the European Council 

could conclude in December 2017 that in relation to the preliminary negotiation 

issues – EU citizens’ and British expats’ rights after Brexit, financial settlement on 

severance, Irish border after Brexit – sufficient progress has been made to move to the 

second and definitive phase of negotiations related to transition and the framework for 

the future relationship between the UK and the EU.13 There is nevertheless a strange 

contradiction in the Brexit endeavour. The discussions of a trade treaty between the 

UK and the EU require co-operation to agree a ‘non-close co-operation’ treaty that 

stipulates the UK as a direct economic competitor to the EU in the future. It is a co-

operation treaty not to co-operate – how that should come about is mysterious. In 

contrast, all conventional (free) trade agreements seek to align the parties’ wishes and 

to compromise, as any contract: to agree not to have future special relations appears 

like a negotiation for negotiation’s sake, and the EU should better prepare and provide 

for the realistic situation of a breakdown of the talks.14 For the EU Brexit is primarily 
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about damage control,15 and, rather than protracted negotiations with an uncertain 

outcome, a collapse of the talks can create decisive certainty that may limit more 

clearly the economic damage for the EU. There is however still the possibility of a 

complete stalemate, so that Brexit effectively does not happen or gets watered down 

because especially the British government may be overwhelmed by the gargantuan 

task ahead for its legal and administrative negotiating teams.16 A small example from 

intellectual property law may illustrate that:17 

After several failed attempts, the EU established a patent with unitary effect in 

2012.18 But this unitary patent package19 is not comparable to the already existing 

EU-wide EU trade mark law20 and the community designs law,21 but a conglomerate 

of existing and newly created international law treaties which are not EU law. The 

substantive law on patentability remains the European Patent Convention (EPC) 

1973,22 a (non-EU law) treaty of which the UK most likely remains a member. The 

new EU patent court system is based on the Agreement on a Unified Patent (UPC 

Agreement) court, an intergovernmental treaty between EU Member States outside 

EU law. 23  This new EU patent system is created by allowing the voluntary 

transformation of EPC patents into patents with unitary effect or uniform protection in 

the participating EU Member States (Ref. 18, p. 936).24 The unitary patent protection 

is however not autonomous but based on the Member States’ national laws25 and the 

EPC. 26  The EU-Regulation establishing the unitary patent protection through 

enhanced cooperation27 is an EU-mantle which gives the non-EU instruments the 

effect of EU legislation. 

The fact that much of the harmonised substantive patent law is technically not 

EU law may make it possible that the UK could retain some benefits of European 

patent law. However, the future Unified Patent Court will apply laws that are at least 

based on EU-Regulations. Therefore referrals to, and reviews by, the Court of Justice 

(CJEU) of the European Union will be possible and likely. But the UK government 

seeks to maintain that the UK will no longer be subject to the CJEU’s jurisdiction 

after Brexit. 28  Furthermore, the implementation of the unified patent package 

presupposes EU membership,29 even though the substantive patent law is in the EPC 

and the EU patent court structure is based on the UPC Agreement which are both not 

EU law. Contrary to the usual political line on Brexit, in December 2016 the UK 

government expressed the intention to ratify the UPC Agreement, despite its efforts to 

leave the EU.30 The British negotiating team will struggle to find a solution to these 

inconsistencies. 

But there is another neglected great problem which the Brexit negotiations 

highlight: there is a completely different understanding between Britain and Europe 

about the nature of a constitution and the structure of a state.31 These, ultimately 
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irreconcilable, differences were not so relevant during Britain’s EU membership but 

come to the fore with Britain’s departure, and they may also influence the future 

national cohesion of the UK itself, particularly the relationship between England and 

Scotland after Brexit. That is what this article will discuss. 

The article consists of two parts. The first part discusses the present unwritten 

British constitution, a feudal constitution of an ancien régime, and its ability to adapt 

to all kinds of political systems, though not necessarily democratic ones – a 

phenomenon that becomes more apparent under the tension of Brexit. The second part 

is devoted to the possible situation of Scotland in the UK after Brexit: it demonstrates 

that the current constitutional settlement of devolution for Scotland, effectively an 

inchoate or asymmetrical federal framework, is difficult to sustain in the ultimately 

feudal British constitutional system that is necessarily centralist. Within the EU that 

was less relevant, but after departure from the EU this will be a politically and legally 

important issue, and new constitutional arrangements for the future relationship 

between Scotland and Britain or for possible Scottish independence are suggested. 

 

 

2 The Real British Constitution and the Situation after Departure from the 

European Union 

 

a) An unwritten constitution of the Ancien Régime 

Here the position is maintained, perhaps controversially, that the United Kingdom 

does not only have an unwritten constitution (Ref. 1, p. 8-12),32 but no constitution at 

all as a modern political and legal system would understand it. The British 

constitution is comprehensible to property lawyers and legal historians, but not to 

present-day constitutional lawyers, be they from the USA, Canada or Continental 

Europe – an aspect where European and American lawyers see entirely eye to eye. 

What is called the constitution in Britain is a feudal constitution of an Ancien Régime, 

that is, prior to the US American (1787) and French (1791) constitutions at the onset 

of the French revolution from 1789 onwards, which were, together with the short-

lived Polish constitution of the 3rd May 1791,33 the first constitutions in a modern 

sense. Normally, the term ‘Ancien Régime’ is not used in British political and legal 

history. Unlike on the Continent, the English/British system was never swept away by 

a revolution, or at least modelled into a formal constitutional monarchy as in many 

European states in the nineteenth century. Because of the absence of a constitutional 

rupture in England or Britain since 1689 and 1707, respectively, the word ‘ancien’ 

makes no sense, except from a continental European viewpoint.  
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It is a matter of common knowledge that in law all land in England and Wales 

belongs to the Crown and anyone who is inaccurately called an ‘owner’ of a plot of 

land is a tenant of the Crown, so that the old medieval feudal pyramid is technically 

still in place. While one normally is a tenant in chief who holds directly from the 

Crown, the mesne lords (intermediary vassals) have never been formally abolished 

and could theoretically appear in concrete conveyancing transactions, although that is 

rare today.34 The feudal system was weakened early by the Statute Quia Emptores of 

1290 which effectively allowed alienation of land by prohibiting subinfeudation and 

ordering the substitution of vassals (tenants) instead: the seller was substituted by the 

buyer. This is still the ultimate basis for every freehold conveyance in England and 

Wales today (ref. 34, p. 29).35 Scotland never had a law comparable to the Statute 

Quia Emptores, and sales of land were technically realised by subinfeudation, 

whereby the seller became the superior for his buyer as vassal (feuar),36 although 

from the eighteenth century onwards37 these concepts were effectively hollowed out 

(Ref. 36, pp. 4-5, Ref. 37, p. 57).38 In Scotland feudal tenure was formally abolished 

and converted to outright ownership in 2004. 39  One can see this situation as a 

historical leftover and a nice eccentricity, and usually it is reflected in conveyancing 

practices only. However, one should remain aware of the fact that in the concept of an 

unwritten constitution the skeleton is still this feudal pyramid based on landholding 

and property which props up the structure of the ‘state’. The great legal historian 

Frederic Maitland said for a good reason that ‘our whole constitutional law seems at 

times to be but an appendix to the law of real property.’40 When these times are 

depends significantly on the political style and attitude of the government of the day; 

there are no boundaries a written constitution would provide. 

‘Property’ or ‘real property’ should not be interpreted here from a narrow 

private law viewpoint of possession and use of land. Not only are a number of UK 

institutions of public law still rooted in feudalism, also the concept of sovereignty, 

especially as it is understood in the UK, derives ultimately from a (feudal) property 

concept. The Crown itself is the most obvious feudal constitutional institution. But 

there is also the question of crown land which is held by the monarch in different 

capacities: in a political capacity41 (e.g. Windsor castle held by the monarch as body 

politic) or in a private capacity (e.g. Balmoral), and the separation of these two 

categories can be difficult (Ref. 35, pp. 113, 115). Here a characteristic of feudalism 

becomes apparent: a blurred boundary between state and private ownership of the 

monarch, between public and private property, and, finally, between sovereignty and 

property which seventeenth century legal scholars so carefully sought to separate 

from one another.42 The feudal institution of the Duchy of Lancaster finances the 

monarch’s private expenditure as a sovereign, while the Duchy of Cornwall provides 
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an income for the Prince of Wales as heir apparent and Duke of Cornwall (Ref. 35, 

pp. 118, 119). 43  The statute abolishing the feudal system in Scotland expressly 

excepted the monarch’s powers by virtue of the royal prerogative, 44  so that the 

specifically proprietary element of feudalism is repealed, while the constitutional 

element is preserved. The historical basis of the House of Lords and Parliament as a 

whole is still a medieval royal and feudal one45 – it could not be otherwise, for there is 

no constitutional law that could have created it, unlike the Scottish Parliament, for 

example.46 

While the Scottish Parliament is created by an Act of the British Parliament,47 

the power of the British Parliament to do so emanates from its parliamentary 

sovereignty, again a feudal concept, though rather in form of a reinterpretation of a 

remaining institution of the dying classical feudalism in the sixteenth century. The 

creator of the modern concept of sovereignty, Jean Bodin, was much influenced by 

the Roman law concept of dominium or property ownership when he developed the 

idea of sovereignty (Ref. 42, pp. 73-74).48 Thomas Hobbes also saw the concept of 

property as the predecessor, and as a maker, of sovereignty. 49 It is a specifically 

Anglo-Saxon characteristic that property has been considered as having a central role 

in the definition of sovereignty, and, since Locke in particular, of liberty,50 which 

introduced the possibility that sovereign powers could gradually shift from a monarch 

or a college of aristocrats to the people. Continental European thinkers were not 

prepared to follow that conception entirely. Rousseau would postulate the people as 

the sovereign, but property had no constitution-building role for him, rather the 

opposite:51 property was a source of alienation52 – an idea that inspired Hegel53 and 

Marx whose profoundly influential alienation theory 54  took Hegel’s alienation 

concept into the social and economic sphere.  

It is the British Parliament, not the British people which has sovereignty (Ref. 

1, p. 109).55 There is no constitutional rule that stipulates the people as the sovereign 

(something that many modern constitutions would often state at the beginning)56 

which delegates its sovereignty to its parliament by electing it. The opponent of 

parliamentary sovereignty is the royal prerogative, anachronistic and unacceptable in 

a modern constitutional system, but alive and well in the British one, although 

increasingly repressed by Parliament over the centuries.57 Parliamentary sovereignty 

cannot be bound by statutes and other legal acts.58 For example, it was a choice of 

Parliament (Ref. 58, p. 39).59 (or the government majority in Parliament) to consider 

itself bound by an advisory60 referendum in 2016 which recommended Britain’s exit 

from the European Union; and the succeeding Parliament after the elections in June 

2017 also seems to honour the outcome of this referendum, although the traditional 

understanding of parliamentary sovereignty means that a new Parliament need not 
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feel, and cannot be, bound by a previous Parliament, according to the classical British 

definition of parliamentary sovereignty by Dicey (Ref. 58, pp. 39-40, 69-70). 

 

 

b) Changing constitutional reality behind unmodified positive law 

Legal institutions, whether of public law (e.g. Parliament and constitutional rules) or 

of private law (e.g. property and ownership) may change their social, economic or 

political functions behind a framework of positive law without necessitating the 

change of the positive law itself.61  A constitutional system that largely relies on 

unwritten customary law and has never formally discarded feudalism but has 

reinterpreted and subverted it to accommodate capitalism while paying lip service to 

old formal structures, is a particularly good example of such a process. An 

international commercial lawyer will notice that there is a trend towards modern 

feudal structures through the increase of property protection treaties (like TRIPs for 

intellectual property), or through global investment (i.e. property or assets) protection 

by free trade agreements, sometimes combined with Investor-State Dispute 

Settlements (as in CETA) as private judicature outside the ordinary courts that are a 

central manifestation of state sovereignty (Ref. 42, pp. 59-60, 62). Furthermore, large 

and multinational private corporations, thus private property holding entities, are 

increasingly entrusted with responsibilities that were historically acts and powers of 

state sovereignty, such as the outsourcing of warfare by the USA or the foundation of 

the EU financial stability mechanism on a private company with unlimited immunity 

of its organs, and outside actual EU law (Ref. 42, pp. 64, 69-70). Private entities 

based on private property fulfil public obligations, but without the accountability and 

checks and balances a modern constitutional system would provide. It seems that 

corporate social responsibility measures seek to replicate the constitutional 

accountability in a democratic and parliamentary system. But that is impossible unless 

one discards the principles of a company as having separate legal personality, 62 

limited liability of shareholders63 and therefore separation of ownership from power 

and control, but also from responsibility.64 It also appears to be that the British feudal 

constitutional framework from the ‘Ancien Régime’ could adapt to such post-

democratic phenomena more easily than modern constitutional systems.65 After the 

detour via a liberal democracy, it could be a modernised homecoming to a kind of 

neo-feudalism with emphasis on the proprietary element of beneficium in the feudal 

relationship,66 much in a Brexit-spirit of reverting to ancient British tradition.    

British pragmatism, as well as the difficulty to invade the British isles and 

colonise them in the wake of such military intervention with more recent political 

ideas (as happened in Germany and Italy as a consequence of the Napoleonic wars), 
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may have helped preserving the British feudal constitutional framework. And 

something else was also crucial for its continued existence: its opaqueness and 

flexibility. One can read into the British system what one wants to and interpret it in a 

great number of ways without the need for a change of the legal status quo. Thus the 

system can be invoked for feudal absolutism as in the 17th century (where it originated 

from), or for a paternalistic conservative welfare state; it can be reconciled with a 

liberal and perhaps democratic laisser faire society, and it could also be customised to 

modern authoritarian forms of government. As long as the position of the crown and 

the feudal structure are not touched (the modern social adaptation is particularly the 

class system which defines itself considerably through property ownership), much 

greater political and social flexibility and scope for new design is possible than under 

a legal system with a written constitution.  

It is telling that Britain is still never referred to as the ‘British state’ in 

common parlance (Ref. 45, p. 195),67 thus, in law, as a creature of a written (modern) 

constitution,68 but as the ‘Crown’, ‘Parliament’ or the ‘Government’. In this way, the 

late medieval-feudal notion of the king (who was at that time not ‘sovereign’ in the 

sense of the 17th century69) and/or of a college of physical people, as the embodiment 

of a state, lives on, in the sense of a dominium regale et politicum, consisting of the 

composite body politic of king and Parliament, to whom together as ‘king in 

parliament’ a notion of ‘sovereignty’ was ascribed (on this point and on the legal 

fiction of the king’s two bodies, see Ref. 43, pp. 2-5, 20, 225-227, 302, 314, 401). It 

becomes apparent that, in law (sociologists and political scientists may differ) the 

state, such as the US-American state or the French state, are the creatures of, and 

based on, their constitutions, and in these countries the state is very much present in 

everyday life, unlike in Britain. One can interpret this British phenomenon variously 

as a feature of the lingering medieval state in which only the parochial landlords or 

lords of the manor (ref. 35, p. 108)70 and their jurisdiction were perceived by the local 

population, or as a sign of an authoritarian state in essence which has no particular 

welfarist ambitions and so does not encroach on people’s lives except correctively by 

punishment, or as a liberal state which is supposed to interfere as little as possible in 

human lives and in the economy. The ambiguous opacity of the British constitutional 

system permits such varieties of interpretation.  

One can adapt the readings of the British constitution to modern society, or 

choose not to, or, most commonly, do both selectively. A good example of a ‘modern’ 

interpretation is the following statement from 1999 about the royal prerogative, this 

ancient residue in the constitutional system that became very relevant for Brexit:71 

 
‘It might be assumed that the world orders of Jacobean England and the United Kingdom 

entering the twenty-first century are totally different. Divine right is not invoked to justify the 
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powers of the Crown and yet most of the powers of the Crown still exist to be exercised by the 

Crown as it sees fit. … 

We may find it difficult to establish what the royal prerogative meant in the past: we have 

to interpret the powers of the prerogative within the context of the political arrangements of 

the day. We know that the royal prerogative exists today, but how far do the old authorities 

from a bygone era serve as a useful guide to the present day powers of the Crown?’ 

 

However, there is no compelling constitutional reason to assume that this view has to 

be adopted again, in 2017,72 particularly by the present government that wants to 

restore British (more precisely: English) values and traditions from perhaps the 1950s, 

or from Victorian times or even earlier – the recreation of a romanticised traditional 

Britain of the past is necessarily a pastiche of inconsistencies and anachronisms. But 

the royal prerogative is certainly a part of British constitutional tradition and fits well 

if one wants it to fit, and the ‘context of the political arrangements of the day’ 

undoubtedly permits a widening of the scope of the prerogative of the Crown. 

Recently, the prime minister took the view that notification under article 50 of 

the Treaty of the European Union to start withdrawal from the EU is fully within the 

powers of government by virtue of the Crown’s prerogative powers to enter into and 

withdraw from treaties, so that Parliament need not be involved.73 This opinion could 

only have puzzled European constitutional lawyers not familiar with the feudal root of 

the British constitutional system. Some, not all, 74  British constitutional lawyers 

considered the government’s position as legally acceptable, but found it politically 

unwise.75 In R. (Miller) v. S. of State for Exiting the European Union the Supreme 

Court confirmed that the royal prerogative is residual and can be curtailed or 

abrogated by Parliamentary legislation. The European Communities Act 1972, having 

constitutional character, is a partial transfer of law-making powers by Parliament to 

EU legislature and requires that domestic law has to be consistent with EU law. A 

withdrawal from the EU constitutes a significant constitutional change, because the 

EU Treaties are a source of domestic law and legal rights; they do not only concern 

the international relations of the UK. Thus the royal prerogative to make and unmake 

treaties does not apply to the EU Treaties, so that ministers do not have the power to 

withdraw on the basis of the royal prerogative. An express power of withdrawal 

would have to have been created by the 1972 Act, but such a power does not exist. 

Therefore, the Supreme Court held, ministers require Parliament as the authority of 

primary legislation for giving notice under Art. 50.76 

The Supreme Court, however, remarked that, although the prerogative powers 

have been described as a ‘relic of a past age’, ‘that description should not be 

understood as implying that the royal prerogative is either anomalous or 

anachronistic’.77 From the viewpoint of a modern constitutional system it is probably 

both,78 and the fact that private persons with the necessary financial means had to 
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bring an action to trigger a ruling of fundamental constitutional importance on the 

competence of state institutions only intensifies this impression – in written 

constitutions one would find such competence rules. R. (Miller) certainly added to the 

UK constitution, but this decision could have done that in another way, as there are no 

restrictions except through statutes and precedents the Court felt bound by; there is no 

higher order of legal (constitutional) rules (Ref. 68, p. 239-240). In twenty years’ 

time, when another generation of lawyers may have grown up in a new spirit, 

decisions may be considerably different. The British constitutional system is very 

elastic.   

It is not a new phenomenon that the ambiguous and opaque British 

constitution allows flexible and even contradicting interpretations of its nature. 

Montesquieu famously used in the eleventh book of his De l’esprit des lois (1748) an 

idealised interpretation of the British constitution to explain and justify the principle 

of the separation of powers and of checks and balances which are a cornerstone of 

every modern constitution:79  

 
‘On the Constitution of England 

… 

When the legislative and executive power are united in the same person, or in the same body 

of magistracy, there can be then no liberty; because apprehensions may arise, lest the same 

monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws, to execute them in a tyrannical manner. 

Again, there is no liberty, if the power of judging be not separated from the legislative and 

executive powers. … 

It is not my business to examine whether the English actually enjoy this liberty, or not. 

Sufficient is for my purpose to observe, that it is established by their laws; and I inquire no 

further.’ 

  

The last comment indicates that Montesquieu was aware of constitutional realities. In 

fact, the British constitutional system has always had difficulties with the concept of 

the separation of powers;80 perhaps one could say that this notion became finally 

embodied in the British constitution with the establishment of a Supreme Court as an 

authority entirely separate from the House of Lords in 2009.81 

Sixty years after Montesquieu, another commentator understood the British 

constitution entirely differently. Adam Heinrich Müller, student of Gustav Hugo 

(founder of the German Historical School of Law), was a theorist of the state of the 

Romantic period, an opponent of the French revolution and an important 

representative of the conservative counter-Enlightenment. In 1809, he made the 

following observation about the British constitution in his Elements of Statecraft 

(Elemente der Staatskunst):82 

 
‘What Montesquieu attaches such great importance to, the mechanical separation of powers, 

the artificial limitation of sovereignty for the purpose of liberty, is, according to our 

experience, entirely impractical, a curiosity and antique. And this political quackery comes 
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much closer to Theophrastus Paracelsus’s experiments to create humans in his chemical 

alembics and flasks than one may think. It is not true that in England such a separation of 

powers takes place: only bookish scholars and later the populace, following in their footsteps, 

have read this fatuous thought into the British constitution. Power is not separated; rather, the 

ancient opposites in civil society and their interdependencies, out of which all true and simple 

power then arises, are preserved in England, hallowed and affirmed by the time and by 

faithful persistence (Beharren) of the nation: that means ‘British constitution’, and that only 

deserves to be called constitution in every place and in all countries of the world.’ 

 

Müller may be a counter-Enlightenment figure, closer to Burke or perhaps de 

Maistre83 than to Montesquieu or Rousseau, but his reference to Paracelsus’s alchemy 

reveals that he was also a child of the Enlightenment, because it was only in the 

eighteenth century that alchemy became discredited as obscurantist charlatanism; in 

the seventeenth century even Robert Boyle and Isaac Newton were keen alchemists.84 

In any case, one could argue that parts of Müller’s analysis are still valid. It also 

shows that what is called ‘British constitution’ is a malleable notion that is created by 

the beholder in the spirit of the time and, if the beholder is a politician, in accordance 

with his or her political ambitions, more than a written constitution would tolerate. 

It is therefore obvious that democracy is as little enshrined in the British 

constitutional system as anything else. 85  The political and constitutional 

circumstances surrounding Brexit show that one is mistaken if one thinks that the 

present remnants of the feudal structure are only an amiable irrelevance, a charming 

distinguishing feature of Britain when compared to the European Continent, 

idiosyncratic and playing to the clichéd view Europeans have about the British as an 

eccentric people clinging to their bizarre traditions.86 Idiosyncratic all that may be, 

charming it is certainly not. Apart from the fact that only those members of the class 

regarded as born to rule can allow themselves to indulge in eccentricities (a point 

Europeans frequently fail to realise), these eccentricities can usher in outright 

authoritarian and non-democratic measures which are perfectly compatible with the 

British constitutional system, since almost everything is compatible with this system, 

except, perhaps, radical forms of socialism. 

It is a strange paradox that the EU, which effectively limited British 

parliamentary sovereignty,87 acted as a kind of framework, or others would say, as a 

corset, that helped the ancient British constitutional system emulating a modern 

democratic state and ensured that the British constitution is continued to be 

interpreted in the light of a modern liberal and pluralist parliamentary democracy. 

This is puzzling in two ways: First, it is not a constitution that enacts – from a 

lawyer’s perspective – the legal structures of a democratic system, but it is rather 

political consensus from time to time that moulds the British constitutional system 

from the ‘Ancien Régime’ into a modern democracy. Secondly, the EU itself has a 

number of democratic deficits88 and is not an impeccable role model for democracies. 
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Furthermore, governments in other European Member States, such as in Poland, seek 

to erode the rule of law in their country,89 while maintaining EU membership. Here 

one may remember that the governing Law and Justice party in Poland and the 

governing Tory party in Britain formed together with other right-wing parties a 

separate club in the European Parliament in 2009,90 which underlines their mutual 

political sympathies. The fact that the UK was a democracy when it joined the EU 

does not mean that it will remain a modern highly developed democracy after it has 

left it. In the absence of a formal constitution the common law is not an adequate 

safeguard either. 

 

 

c) The common law as the ultimate source of law 

In Britain the ultimate source of law, including for the courts, is not a constitution, but 

a mystical idea of the ‘common law’. This also applies to the courts deciding on 

constitutional matters, such as on the royal prerogative, although the source of the 

royal prerogative itself is not the common law (Ref. 71, p. 78). According to legal 

tradition the first source of law are Acts of Parliament, followed by decided cases (the 

common law in the regular sense); the decided cases are subordinate to Acts of 

Parliament, if any (Ref. 58, p. 62).91  However, since historically at least Acts of 

Parliament have been considered as remedial (which is also reflected in the – inexact 

– canon of statutory interpretation, Ref. 91, pp. 11, 79-85, 157) and not as 

comprehensive, unlike in a codified system,92 courts not only apply, but also align, 

extend and interpretatively rework the statute in question, so that the common law is 

necessarily a major part of living statutory law. Acts of Parliament flow from 

parliamentary sovereignty, but where parliamentary sovereignty emanates from is 

unclear: it is again the courts in their decisions which find, or ascertain, the extent of 

that sovereignty,93 for example where there is a conflict with the royal prerogative. So 

we are back to a constitutional and general customary law, the ‘common law’ as the 

mystical source of all law. And this ‘common law’ as an ideal seems to have a special 

fascination for many, like the conservative philosopher Roger Scruton:94   

 
‘I was absolutely bowled over by the English law. I had no idea of its historical depth and the 

fact that it captured in beautiful concepts a vision of what it is to be at home for a thousand 

years in a single place which is what our country has experienced. And the common law is a 

wonderful expression of this because it is a law which has never been imposed from above, it 

has grown from the decisions of the courts, grown from concrete cases in which real human 

conflicts of all kinds have been resolved by impartial judges … without there necessarily 

being a statute … And this way of reasoning from the particular case to the principle, rather 

than from the abstract structure of the constitution down to the particular case, is, in my view, 

not just intellectually, but also morally, completely superior to the other way of doing it. … 

And it’s at the root of a deep … structural antagonism between Common law countries and 

these Roman law countries, Civilian, as they are called, such as the French and the German.’ 
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This romantic view is at odds with the history of English law, but rather common and 

representative, also among English lawyers. The statement stresses at least three 

points:  

First, English law is supposedly the law for self-proclaimed English people, 

not for people having arrived from elsewhere during the centuries, such as non-white 

people, but also Europeans. Apparently, English law is not compatible with Scots law 

either which has a Civilian origin to some extent, so that Scottish people and English 

law would be a problematic match, too. Behind this statement stands the feudal idea 

that an individual’s personal status determines the law that applies to him, such as 

different marriage laws or laws of succession for the nobility, the common people, 

foreigners, Jews and so forth, as was the case well into the nineteenth century in 

Europe. However, despite that historical reality, some comparative lawyers conjure up 

the idea of a more or less uniform concept of a Roman law-based ius commune 

Europaeum that apparently existed in Europe in the sixteenth century already. In this 

way they try to justifiy attempts at a Europe-wide unification of private law today,95 

an endeavour that initiates the ‘Herderian paradox’ explained above. Several 

specialists in German legal history have shown that the approach of these ‘ius 

commune seekers’ is historically incorrect because there was rather a patchwork of 

different laws applying simultaneously according to class and status, feudal tenure, 

origin, religion, territory and so forth.96 One may be reminded that the Austrian Civil 

Code, promulgated in 1811 and still in force with many amendments, is entitled 

‘General Civil Code’ (Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch), 97  and ‘general’ 

emphasised the then new fact98 that the civil code was supposed to apply to all classes 

of society.99 So in theory one could bring a civil law action for damages even against 

the Emperor, although that most likely never happened.  

The idea of English law for the English (British) and some other law for the 

others was reflected in the usual situation in much of the British Empire. For instance, 

in India under British colonial rule that was often the legal reality, in form of a 

divergent application of the law (usually imported English law) to the British and to 

the Indians.100 In Africa under British colonial rule the British authorities frequently 

used and shaped local customary laws for, and supposedly from, the indigenous 

population. These laws were exploited in the context of the ‘indirect rule’ to serve the 

interests of the colonial powers, while the British were subjected to their own law.101 

The existing constitutional framework does not expressly stand against a special 

regime in a post-Brexit Britain for the Scots, Welsh and Irish or any other group one 

may seek to define. 
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Secondly, Scruton considers English law as intellectually and morally superior 

to Civilian legal systems, which seeks to separate Britain clearly from European 

influence, also in relation to legal and constitutional theories. And thirdly, his 

statement emphasises that a modern constitution as an ‘abstract structure’ (and as the 

ultimate source of law) is irreconcilable with the common law. 

Indeed, there is not much appetite to enact a British written constitution (Ref. 

1, p. 230, Ref. 55, p. 541), and although Brexit may highlight shortcomings of the 

present constitutional system, the forces that brought about Brexit are also forces 

which have little time for ‘French’ or continental European abstractions with which 

modern constitutions are associated. This makes a modern written British constitution 

even less likely, apart from the big problem of political consensus about its content. 

Theoretically it is not too difficult to draft a constitution: it is more a question of legal 

craftsmanship than ingenuity, similar to a trained composer being asked to write a 

fugue. But in Britain there is presumably not the necessary know-how for creating a 

modern constitution. There is even little research and teaching of comparative 

constitutional law, which also explains the usually limited understanding of the next 

theme, federalism. 

 

 

3 Federalism and the Position of Scotland in Post-Brexit Britain 

 

a) The unacknowledged federalism in the UK 

Scotland is placed in the UK in form of an unrecognised limping federalism, or 

asymmetrical devolution as it is usually called (Ref. 1, p. 93),102 under the Scotland 

Act 1998 which contains, in particular, the establishment of the Scottish Parliament 

and its legislative competence in relation to the British Parliament and government.103 

The term ‘federalism’ is unpopular in the UK,104 not only because it may remind too 

much of the ‘enemy’ in culture, the USA, and the former enemy in war, Germany, but 

also because a true federal system is incompatible with the British feudal 

constitutional framework outlined before: a federal system would not allow the 

concept of overriding parliamentary sovereignty of the central parliament but would 

require central and state parliaments being subordinate to the federal constitution 

(Ref. 1, p. 112). A federal system requires being laid down in a written constitution in 

the modern sense, partly because of the technicalities of competences of state and 

federal authorities, between reserved and devolved matters,105 and partly because of 

the fact that federalism plays a role in providing checks and balances that underlines 

the constitutional framework of the whole state, not only the region in question. The 

British form of ‘limping’ federalism established a Scottish Parliament, but no English 
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Parliament, since England is not a federal entity. This leads to interesting 

constitutional entanglements, for instance, when the British Parliament (with Scottish 

MPs) has to act as the English Parliament in effect (Ref. 1, pp. 98-99: ‘West Lothian 

Question’). Often it has been said that an English federal state would not make sense, 

since it is infinitely bigger than Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland (Ref. 1, pp. 93, 

99-100), and indeed, a consequent federalism would probably have to divide England 

into four regions or so (London being one of them) with state parliaments in each 

region106 – a purely academic suggestion.  

What is not appreciated satisfactorily, also among British constitutional 

scholars, is the fact that an ultimately feudal constitutional system that is still the 

design and framework of the state can only be a system of centralism.107  Where 

historically the princes and later the regions had too much power which went towards 

independent sovereignty, then the state fell apart, as in Germany, finally after the 

Peace of Westphalia in 1648;108 where this regional power was curbed, the state 

preserved itself as a centralised entity, as in France under Louis XIII and Louis 

XIV.109 Thus Britain could afford the luxury to establish this partial and incomplete 

system of federalism for Scotland because it has been a member of the EU where the 

position of being a sovereign nation state is less relevant: a Member State is 

embedded in a supranational legal and political framework. Once Britain is on its own 

after Brexit, the assertion of its national unity and integrity will become much more 

significant, and the present devolution arrangement under the Scotland Act may well 

suffer. There are already some indications in this respect. The British Government 

considers powers that will revert from the EU after Brexit as powers exclusively 

reserved to the UK Parliament, not as powers that could (partly) go to the devolved 

Scottish Parliament.110 In R. (Miller) v. S. of State for Exiting the European Union the 

Supreme Court decided that the Scottish Parliament (and the Welsh and Northern 

Ireland Assemblies) do not have a legal veto on the UK’s withdrawal from the EU.111 

The Government’s and the Supreme Court’s positions are entirely in line with British 

constitutional law. 

Unpopular as this may be with some Scots, the Scotland Act that introduced 

devolution is the product of parliamentary sovereignty from the British Parliament in 

Westminster, and this Act, as well as the Scottish Parliament through it, are sustained 

by this parliamentary sovereignty and based on an Act of the British Parliament (Ref. 

1, p. 112, Ref. 105, p. 428, Ref. 102, p. 218).112 According to the orthodox theory of 

parliamentary sovereignty there is no higher rank of statutes, hence future parliaments 

cannot be bound by this Act.113  They may choose to abolish it instead (and the 

Scottish MP will always be in the minority in Westminster). The recently introduced 

s. 63A of the Scotland Act 1998 stands against this interpretation,114 and in R. (Miller) 
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the Supreme Court affirmed the British Parliament’s self-limitation of its 

parliamentary sovereignty in s. 63A.115 But this legal construct is effectively the same 

that reconciled the UK parliamentary sovereignty with EU membership of the UK,116 

and such an argument presumably carries much less weight with a British government 

(or Parliament) that prepares for Brexit. 

 

 

b) Constitutional Solutions: Federalism – Centralism – Independence  

The cleanest solution after Brexit would be a written federal constitution as the 

ultimate source of law which creates and empowers a national parliament and 

regional parliaments separately and determines their legislative competencies, with a 

recourse to a (separate) constitutional court in cases of conflicts of competence. In 

this way the Scottish Parliament and Government would be established by, and based 

on, the constitution, not on the parliamentary sovereignty of the British Parliament. 

Where the authority to enact such a constitution shall come from, is an interesting 

point, but goes beyond this discussion (Ref. 1, p. 229).117 

However, the clean solution of establishing a federal state of the UK with a 

written constitution is the most unlikely option in the present political situation. 

Another possibility is Scotland blending into British centralism as a North British 

region – not an entirely unacceptable approach because it avoids possible political 

turmoil and civil unrest as well as fast economic decline in the region. The most 

realistic scenario is muddling along with the present constitutional arrangement post-

Brexit as long as possible, but the situation is unlikely to be entirely stable for very 

long and may not survive into the next generation.  

The most ambitious solution is Scottish independence. For this option, 

however, the Scottish independence referendum of 2014 has shown that the way in 

which the ruling Scottish National Party (SNP) approaches the matter of 

independence is perhaps the safest route to absolute failure. Those who lived through 

the campaign for Scottish independence before the referendum on 18 September 2014 

will remember that the SNP as campaign leader had only foggy ideas about the 

constitutional basis of the new Scottish state they aimed at. The White Book the 

Scottish government issued as ‘a guide to an independent Scotland’118 had very little 

to say about a Scottish constitution after independence beyond broad ideas about 

enactment and content, such as ‘[t]he process by which Scotland adopts a written 

constitution is as important as its content.’119 It was not more than an initial discussion 

paper; nothing was suitable for enactment and enforcement in case of independence. 

The most obvious reason for the reticence of the SNP government in relation 

to a Scottish constitution is that, again, there does not seem to be sufficient 
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appreciation for the concept of a constitution in a modern sense: Scots were also 

socialised under the traditional feudal British constitution that can, and currently does, 

assume democratic forms. But, as said, it cannot cope with, and is not associated with, 

modern federal structures.120 So the idea of preparing and passing a regional state 

constitution for Scotland in any event, irrespective of whether and when 

independence will follow at a later date has apparently not crossed the minds of 

Scottish politicians. In fact, in federal states like Germany or Austria their states or 

Länder obviously have separate state constitutions. However, state law must not 

contradict the national laws or the constitution of the federation (Bund). 121  For 

Scotland the enactment of a Scottish constitution can be more challenging because it 

is more difficult to ascertain if and when the Scottish constitution conflicts with the 

unwritten British constitution. It is also hard to establish a competence to pass such a 

constitution, because under the Scotland Act 1998 constitutional issues are a reserved 

matter.122 

Nevertheless, it would be advisable to explore ways to enact a regional 

constitution in Scotland which could serve, at least in the interim, as a national 

constitution in the case of later independence. Some existing constitutional examples, 

and even some solutions in history could provide some inspiration, such as the 

Compromise (Ausgleich) between Austria and Hungary. That Compromise created a 

real union (not a federation123) between Austria and Hungary and established the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1867.124 Whether or not there will be a further Scottish 

independence referendum – which may also be advisory as the Brexit referendum and 

the independence referendum of 2014 were125 – there could be a constitutional crisis, 

especially if a referendum held were to result in favour of independence. This would 

not be a good time to cobble together a constitutional framework for a possible new 

state, and the general lack of expertise in drafting matters would only exacerbate that 

situation. Furthermore, a referendum question, such as, ‘Should Scotland be an 

independent country?’, 126  only makes sense to a lawyer if there is a (draft) 

constitution in place which would create this independent country, otherwise 

‘Scotland’ remains an irrational romantic notion. 

In cases of state secession, constitutional crises and even the breach of the 

national constitution are the norm, unless an existing constitution has a procedure for 

the secession of a region.127 Such rules do not exist under the British constitution. For 

example, the Declaration of Independence of the USA in 1776 did not comply with 

British constitutional law – still a valid argument, given the constitutional continuity 

of Britain since 1707 and of England since 1689. Something comparable to the 

civilised ‘Edinburgh Agreement’ (Ref. 55, p. 544)128 between the British and Scottish 

governments in 2012 to resolve the question of competence of the Scottish Parliament 
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in relation to the referendum is less likely to come about in the future, also because 

there is a much higher chance of success of a further independence referendum than 

was envisaged back in 2012 when the matter was clearly underestimated. So a crisis 

similar to that presently in Catalonia129 is a possibility.  

A disquieting point in the absence of any constitutional debate in the Scottish 

referendum in 2014 was the fact that in a new Scottish state the SNP government may 

have tried to rule on the basis of the royal prerogative for a time, since the Crown was 

supposed to be retained,130 and the royal prerogative is obviously not dependent on a 

constitutional framework. This government power would theoretically have been 

unfettered, because the safeguards (court decisions etc.) of the old British 

constitutional systems restricting this prerogative powers would presumably no longer 

have applied. Leaving aside the question of whether a new state in the twenty-first 

century should start as a monarchy, initially even without a constitution, there is also 

the puzzling problem what would have happened to the other political parties in the 

Scottish Parliament who were, and still are, opposed to independence. An SNP one-

party state is clearly not an option.  

There were other awkward features of the 2014 independence referendum. 

The SNP maintained that a separation of Scotland from the rest-UK would lead to a 

kind of continuation of Scotland’s membership in the EU because Scotland is already 

a member of the EU,131 blatantly in contradiction with established principles of state 

secession in public international law.132 The EU also made unequivocally clear that 

Scotland as a new state would have to apply for EU membership,133 a position that 

remains the same today. Although the EU might, in the long run, water down the 

importance of states, it paradoxically relies entirely on states for establishing 

membership (in line with public international law), and the recent experience with 

Catalonia underlines that. 134  For an independent Scotland, however, the political 

circumstances for joining the EU after Brexit might be more favourable than in 2014. 

The economic problems as a result of leaving the EU are for others to discuss. 

Nevertheless, both Scotland and England seeking to substitute the abandoned EU 

relationship with free trade agreements worldwide will not only have the difficulty of 

numerous lengthy and protracted trade negotiations. They will also have to deal with 

the fact that they will be associated with the British Empire, and their possible future 

trading partners will not have forgotten their sufferings under British colonial rule, 

particularly India (Ref. 100, pp. 238-265, 281-286, 331-357, 432-441), the seemingly 

most interesting trade candidate at the moment. It is mainly the region of what is 

today the European Union which Britain has not affronted, at least not after the 

Congress of Vienna of 1815. 
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In the independence campaign the SNP government also suggested a currency 

union with England (‘the sterling zone’) after Scottish independence135 which would 

have had the curious effect that an independent state would have had its central bank 

in exactly the state it wanted to leave. Therefore, England would necessarily have 

been in charge of Scotland’s banking sector and Scottish economic policies, but 

without Scottish MPs being represented in the Westminster Parliament who could 

exercise any influence (Ref. 132, p. 337). 

The Scottish separatists’ EU argument and the ‘sterling zone’ suggestion are 

both very reminiscent of the attempted ‘have the cake and eat it’ strategy of British 

Brexit supporters now:136 no EU membership but all financial and customs benefits of 

the single market. 

The Scottish independence campaign was also characterised by a divisive 

nationalistic them-and-us attitude, predominately directed against the English (for no 

acceptable reason), but it would only have been a question of time when Europeans 

and minorities would have been affected as well, especially if there had been 

independence. For example, in the Israeli press some Scottish Jews asked the question 

how ‘Scottish’ they would have to be in an independent Scotland. 137  The Brexit 

referendum and its aftermath echo this nationalistic and xenophobe divisiveness. One 

cannot help thinking that the confusion around Brexit today gives a good indication of 

the situation then if Scots had voted for independence in the referendum in 2014, 

which also suggests how level-headed and statesmanlike the Scottish government 

really was at the time. 

 

 

c) Relinquishing Scottish legal nationalism 

 

A final point concerns the future of Scots law, whatever the position of Scotland will 

be: a state in a further developed British constitutional federation or an independent 

country. In either case Scotland will retain its separate legal system, as preserved in 

the Act of Union in 1706.138 The rising Scottish legal nationalism from the 1960s 

onwards, mostly among Scottish legal academics, far less so among practitioners, 

wanted to safeguard Scots law against the perceived intrusions of English law and to 

determine a dissimilarity of Scots law as a partly Roman-law based mixed system 

between civil and common law in contrast to the unadulterated common law of 

England.139 This mission ought to be abandoned for several reasons. 

There are many flaws in the approach of Scottish legal nationalism, starting 

with the crude application of the concept of a mixed legal system and the problem that 

some areas of Scots private law are not really mixed because they are essentially 
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common law (contract, delict) or Roman law-based civil law (property). Furthermore, 

the nationalistic battle in academic gazettes does not really inform legal practice but 

may hamper the advancement of legal scholarship with its emphasis on obscure 

subjects only appreciated by a handful of specialists. One example from Scots 

commercial law is the claim by Scottish legal nationalists that the transfer of 

ownership under the Sale of Goods Act 1979, as an apparently ‘English’ common law 

statute,140 is causal.141 This purportedly imposes an alien conception on the old Scots 

common law under which the transfer of ownership is supposedly abstract, like under 

the German Civil Code (BGB), that is, detached from the validity of an underlying 

contract (e.g. sale) directed at passing ownership – in contrast to the causal transfer. 

Apart from the fact that the abstract conveyance in Scots common law is beyond 

doubt for immoveable property only,142 it was the successful lobbying of pragmatic 

Scottish merchants which brought the extension of the English Sale of Goods Act 

1893 (as it then was) to Scotland.143 Incidentally, the conveyance according to the 

Austrian General Civil Code or ABGB – clearly a civil law system – is also causal,144 

but many Scottish legal nationalists do not really arrive at a deep understanding of 

civil law systems.145 If there is any evident legacy of Scottish legal nationalism, then 

it is the segregation of non-Scottish legal scholars from their Scottish colleagues who 

are apparently the only ones with a true appreciation of Scots law.146 

The scientific value of the Scottish legal nationalist approach is doubtful, but I 

have discussed that elsewhere 147  and need not go into any detail here. This is 

increasingly a past debate anyway. If Scotland becomes independent, Scots law is just 

the law of a new state (if recognised by the international community) and the 

impassioned discourse about the separation from English law becomes redundant. If 

Scotland stays in the UK, any protectionist antiquarian hair-splitting by specialists, 

like the example of the abstract conveyance above, also ought to be discarded. 

Otherwise Scotland will not be able to establish itself as a small jurisdiction with laws 

which are recognised as a modern separate body of law in the UK and in the world. 

Scottish legal academics have a responsibility not to frustrate the development of 

Scots law with recherché themes as a battleground for out-dated nationalistic 

polemics couched in legal scholarship. 

 

 

4 Conclusion 

 

These discussions should not give the impression that a written constitution, either for 

Britain and Scotland, or for Scotland only, is a panacea. If there is no sufficient 

political will to perform and maintain a modern liberal democracy, one can easily 
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wreck a written constitution, irrespective of its technical-juristic quality. The Weimar 

constitution is an obvious example: it was never formally repealed by the Nazis, who 

saw no need to do so,148  which prompted Ernst Fraenkel to develop his famous 

analysis of the national-socialist state as a ‘dual state’ comprising the (liberal 

constitutional) ‘normative state’ and the ‘prerogative state’ (Maßnahmenstaat) of the 

national-socialist party.149 

Some of Fraenkel’s analysis may also be useful for the understanding of the 

British constitution and its anachronism of prerogative powers. Locke saw the 

prerogative powers as part of the executive (Ref. 50, pp. 373, 375, Ref. 58, p. 64), and 

the present British government does that as well. It was already Thomas Jefferson 

who regarded them as a separate force beside the executive and preferably proscribed 

(Ref. 149, p. 67). The Founders of the USA and the Framers of the US constitution 

experienced the British prerogative powers in Colonial America, and when devising 

the principles of constitutional control they may have had in mind persons like the 

current US president to curtail individual powers.150 Britain has no equivalent, except 

a modern benevolent interpretation of a malleable constitutional framework consisting 

of changeable customary law, some statutes and case law. The British constitutional 

system can be adapted easily to political developments that would now be considered 

as a retrograde step. In the EU Britain emulated modern democracies; whether it will 

do that outside the EU remains to be seen. 

Political theory and political history have shown in many examples that it is a 

fatal error to believe in the benevolence of the executive in a state. The ‘way of 

reasoning from the particular case to the principle, rather than from the abstract 

structure of the constitution down to the particular case’ is not ‘completely superior’ 

(Roger Scruton) but dangerous. At least for the purpose of the law, man is not good 

by nature, and a (written) constitution should restrict, control and correct with 

precision the powers of the political actors. The Brexit negotiations are not only about 

conflicts over EU citizens’ rights, the future economic relations and the financial 

settlement between the UK and the EU, but indirectly also about a divergence 

between a constitution and political players of an ancien régime in the UK and 

modern constitutional systems in the other EU Member States. Even the steady 

increase of the powers of the European Parliament 151  retraces, belatedly, the 

development of the constitutions and widening parliamentary powers against the ruler 

and the executive in continental European states over the last 200 years.  

Scotland, whether or not it stays in the UK, would benefit from giving itself a 

constitution, to ascertain what the legal framework of the country is and on which 

basis Scots law ultimately rests. This formal legalistic approach of a law-governed 

state (‘Rechtsstaat’), perhaps even beyond the principle of the rule of law,152 also has, 
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within limits, a Scottish precursor. The judge, jurist and philosopher Lord Kames 

(Henry Home, 1696-1782), a principal representative of the Scottish Enlightenment, 

said in 1745, well after Locke, but just before Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws and 

before Rousseau’s Second Discourse and Social Contract:153 

 
‘… no man is bound to obey the king’s commands, unless delivered in a certain form 

prescribed by law. … The laws are superior to the king, and these he must be judged by. And 

supposing an absolute government in the strictest sense, where the king’s will is law, yet there 

is always one law above him, which is that of self-preservation.’ 

 

If Scotland does choose to become independent, that should be a longer process, well-

organised also in relation to the Scottish economic position, pragmatic with a cross-

party consensus, and constitutional. Particularly perilous would be any emotional 

chauvinistic nationalism, whether outright or masked as ‘civic nationalism’. If 

Scotland managed its possible secession as a rational, legalistic progression where it 

establishes itself as a new state without nationalism at its inception, that would be a 

modern successful example of progress in the history of civilisation. 

 

_____________________ 
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